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Single-electron transistor controlled with a RC circuit
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A single-electron transistor with a RC circuit between its central electrode and the controlling voltage
source is considered. The coupling resistance is assumed to be much greater than the resistance quan-

tum. Several metastable charge states are possible within the Coulomb blockade range. This leads to
the hysteresis of the central electrode potential as a function of the gate potential. Another important
feature is that the blockade threshold is nonvanishing for any gate potential. If the coupling resistance is

much greater than tunnel resistances, the I- V curve can contain several branches and exhibits hysteresis.

The discreteness of the electric charge produces vari-
ous effects in the systems of small capacitance tunnel
junctions. ' The simplest device based on these effects is
the single-electron transistor (SET) which consists of two
tunnel junctions in series. ' The sub-single-electron
charge of the central electrode of the SET controls the
current through it. The most investigated case is the
capacitive coupling of the central electrode to the signal
source (C SET). Another possibility is the resistive cou-
pling (R SET). The latter case is difficult to realize exper-
imentally because the coupling resistance should be
greater than the quantum unit R&=M/2e =6.5 kQ
and not longer than several micrometers. However, such
resistors are available nowadays. Hence, investigations
of the single-electron circuits containing resistors are
quite topical.

In the present paper, we consider the SET coupled to
the controlling potential y by the resistance Ro and the
capacitance Cp in series (Fig. 1). (Obviously one can
change the mutual position of Rp and Cp. ) Let us call
this system the RC SET.

%e assume that the tunnel resistances are large
enough, min(R „R2)»R&, and the typical energy of the
quantum fluctuations of the coupling circuit A'/(RpC, )

[where C, =Cp(C, + Cp )/Cz Cg =Cp+ C& +C2 ], is
much less than e /( C, +C2 ); this implies that
Ro »RgCx/Co.

In this case the dynamics of the RC SET can be com-
pletely calculated from the "orthodox" theory. ' Due to
the last inequality the coupling circuit does not affect the
double junction system during the tunneling. However,

the current through R o may change the effective charge

Q of the central electrode of the double junction system
during the time interval between the tunneling events (Q
is the sum of the charges at junctions capacitances C,
and C2). Similar to Ref. 6, the master equation for the
probability cr(n, Q) of the charge state with definite num-
ber n of excess electrons in the central electrode and
definite effective charge Q is as follows:

—cr(n, Q)=g go(n+1, Q)I)+(Q)

—cr(n, Q)g [I,+(Q)+I, (Q)]

d
[0 ( n, Q)(Q„—Q ) /R oCs ]+ T d 0'

dQ
t If 0 s R dQQ

Q„=( en +Qo+Cyp')( C+C~)/Cz,
p'=p —VCt/(C)+C~) .

(2)

Here Vis the driving voltage of the SET, Qp is the initial
(background) charge of the central island (including the
charge at the coupling capacitance), and T is the temper-
ature. The charge Q„corresponds to the equilibrium in
the coupling circuit for the charge state n; the potential
y determines the charge injection from the coupling cir-
cuit. The last term in Eq. (1) describes the Nyquist noise.
The rate 1+—(Q) of the tunneling through the jth junction
(j =1,2) which leads to an increase (+) or a decrease
(
—

) of the charge number n depends on the energy gain
W,

—(Q) due to tunneling and can be calculated using the
same expression as for the simple double junction sys-
tem' '4

I —(Q)=(e R ) 'W —(Q)[1—exp[ —W —(Q)/T]] ', (4)

2
W+—(Q) = . VClC2+( —1)'

eC 2 e

FIG. 1. The RC SET consisting of two tunnel junctions and a
RC circuit.

In the stationary state, dc current I through the RC
SET coincides with the currents I, and I2 through the
junctions
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I, =(—il'+'g jl dQ[I,+(n, Q) —I, (n, Q)]o(n, Q) . (6)

Equations (1)—(4} form a complete set of equations of
the "orthodox" theory for the RC SET. Below we will

consider two simple limiting cases for the relation be-
tween Ro and R, 2 when the calculations are simpli6ed
considerably.

SMALL COUPLING RESISTANCE

First, let us assume that the relaxation time of the cou-
pling circuit ROC, is much smaller than the typical time
interval between the tunneling events, which is of
the order of R, z(C, +C2 }. This is the case when

Rp «min(R &, Rz)Cx/Cp ~ In this case, fast relaxation of
the charge Q after each tunneling event allows us to con-
sider this charge as an inertialess function of the charge
state Q„[see Eq. (2)] with additional thermal fluctuations

(5Q) /2C, =T/2. Equation (1) in this case can be re-

placed by the usual master equation for the SET' *

—o (n) =ger(X+ 1)I (n +1)+o(n —1}I'+(n—1)
dt J J

J

o(n—)[I 1+(n)+I', (n)], (7)

with the tunneling rates averaged over the fluctuations
around Q„

I'*. (n)=(2mCsT) ' f exp[ —(Q —Q„) /(2CsT)]

x I,*(Q)dQ .

Hence, the only difference from the calculation procedure
for the usual SET is a new expression for the tunneling
rates. Note that the tunneling rates I'*(n}can be calcu-
lated also for the arbitrary ratio Rp/R& as it was done in

Refs. 7 and 8.
Let us consider the Coulomb blockade in the RC SET

at T =0. Then I *(n)=1 *(Q„),and the condition of the
blockade for the definite charge state n is WJ (Q„)&0.
For voltages V close to zero it means [see Eq. (5)].

capicitor was considered. The existence of multistability
in the Coulomb blockade range of the two-junction sys-
tem with the resistance in series was noted in Ref. 10.
One can see that multistability is the general feature of all
single-electron circuits containing high impedance ele-
ments.

The number of stable Coulomb blockade states of the
RC SET decreases with increase of voltage V (see the
numbers between the arrows in Fig. 2), and the Coulomb
blockade disappears when there is no more stable states.

The stability threshold for a certain charge state n is

V, (n) =min[(e/2 —Q„)/C„(e/2+Q„)/Cz],

V, (n) &0 (10)

By changing the gate voltage, one can vary the
blockade threshold. Its maximal possible value corre-
sponds to the condition (e/2 —Q)/C& =(e/2+Q)/Cz
and coincides with the maximal blockade threshold for
the usual double junction system (in zero impedance envi-
ronment)

V, ,„=e/(C, +C ) . (12)

However, in contrast to the usual double junction case,
on cannot suppress the blockade threshold to zero by
varying the gate voltage (Fig. 3). Its minimal value corre-
sponds to the condition V, (n) = V, (n +1)which gives

V, ;„=eCp/[(C, +Cz)Cx] . (13)

Hence, the periodic peaks of the linear ( V=0) conduc-
tance as a function of the gate potential, which exist for
the C SET, are absent for the RC SET. (This result was
discussed in Ref. 7. Similar result for the two-junction
system with the resistance in series was obtained in Ref.

(note that this is in fact a linear equation, because Q„ is a
linear function of V).

The blockade threshold for the I-V curve is determined
by the maximal value

V, =maxV, (n) .

IQ„I &e/2 . (9)

From Eq. (2) it follows that several metastable charge
states satisfy Eq. (9). Their number depends on the gate
potential qr; and it is either 2+Int[Cp/(Ct+C2)] or
1+Int[Cp/(C, +Cz)] (here Int[x] means the integer
part of x). The reason for the difference from the usual
case of the double junction in a low impedance environ-
ment (in which only one charge state can be stable), is
that the addition of the electron to the central electrode
of the RC SET causes the increase of the effective charge
Q„only by e(C&+Cz)/Cx. In other words, several
stable states are possible because the capacitance
C, +C2, which is charged during the tunnel event, differs
from the total capacitance Cz of the central electrode of
the RC SET.

The existence of several stable states in the single-
electron circuit containing high impedance element
R »R& was discussed in Ref. 9 (see also Ref. 1). There
the circuit consisting of one tunnel junction, resistor, and
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FICx. 2. The I-V curve of the RC SET for large (solid line}
and small (dashed line) coupling resistance Ro. The arrows
separate regions corresponding to 3, 2, and 1 metastable
blockade states.
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10. Obviously, this is a general consequence of the high
impedance environment. )

In the case Co && C& 2 the minimal and maximal
thresholds coincide (Fig. 3), because the charge Q„be-
comes quasicontinuous and "screens" the gate voltage.
Obviously, in this case the I-V curve is also independent
of the gate voltage, and it can be calculated from the
equation I,+(Q)=I

2 (Q):

0, V~ V, =e/(C, +C2)
(V—V, )/(Rj+Rq), V~ V,

(14)

In the opposite case, Co «C] 2 the RC SET behaves
as a usual double junction with externally injected charge
Cpy' where p' is given by Eq. (3).

%hen Co and C, 2 are of the same order, the I-V curve
should be calculated using Eq. (8) and the standard calcu-
lation procedure for the SET. Similar to the usual SET,
the I-V curve of the RC SET exhibits periodic cusps
(jumps of the conductance) which create the "Coulomb
staircase" when the difference between values of R

&
and

R2 is large enough (see the dashed line in Fig. 2). The
cusp appears when a new charge state becomes allowed,
so, their positions are determined by the equation

then (similar to the C SET case} the cusps periods can be

calculated from the same Eq. (16) using the equivalence

betv een the following sets of parameters:

(C, +6,C2 —5, V, QO)~[C, , C~, V, QO+5VC~/(C, +C2)]

for arbitrary 6 [this transformation conserves W —(Q„)].
For example, using this equivalence one can reduce the
case g =const to the case g' =const making the substitu-
tion (Cj,Cz)~(Cj —COC, /Cx, C2+COCj/Cz), so the

corresponding periods are

e(Cj+C2) e(Cj+Cz)
b, V,=, b, V2= . (18)

C~C2+COCi
'

C~C& —
COC&

For arbitrary linear relation between y and V two
periods of cusps satisfy the equation

b V) '+AV~ '=C~/e,

which follows from Eqs. (16) and (17).
For the fixed voltage V the current through RC SET is

a periodic function of the gate potential (see Fig. 3) with a
period similar to that for C SET

W,
—(Q„)=0 . (15) by=e/Co, (20)

AV( = C)+C2 e C)+C
AV2=

C2 C~ C) Cg
(16)

Note that only the series corresponding to the junction
with largest resistance (having the same number) can be
pronounced enough.

If the effective gate potential y' varies when the voltage
V changes (for example, if y=const or y —V=const),

This equation gives four series of cusps; however, only
two of them are possible at T=0 because electrons tun-
nel only in the positive direction.

Similar to the C SET case when the coupling capaci-
tance is not negligible, the corresponding periods depend
on the method of the gate potential fixation. If
y'=const, Eq (15}g.ives two series of the cusps with the
periods

which corresponds to the addition of one electron to the
central electrode. This fact follows from Eqs. (2) and (3).

Now let us consider the possibility of the experimental
observation of different metastable charge states within

the Coulomb blockage range. This can be done by an ad-
ditional nearby SET working as the electrometer. "'
Suppose that the RC SET is biased by a small voltage V

and the gate potential y is varied. Because of the ex-

istence of several charge states, the charge number
n and the potential of the central electrode
U = ( VC, +Q„)/(Cj +Cz ) exhibit hysteresis (Fig. 4).
Hence, the output signal of the electrometer should be
also hysteretic.

Different charge states can be observed only if they are
stable enough. In the "orthodox" theory, transitions be-

tween them are possible only when the temperature T is

1

4
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0.5

FIG. 3. The dependence of the Coulomb blockade threshold

V, on the gate potential y for different coupling capacitances
Co.

FIG. 4. The dependence of the central electrode potential U

on the gate potential g when Coulomb blockade is realized for
any y.
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FIG. 5. The graphical solution of Eq. (21).

LARGE COUPLING RESISTANCE

nonzero. Let us estimate very crudely the corresponding
rate y from the relation —ln(yRJCJ)-e /[(C&+C2)T].
One can see that these processes are negligible for tem-
peratures on the order of 0.1 K and capacitances
C —10 ' F.J

The processes of macroscopic quantum tunelling of
charge which are not described by "orthodox" theory,
are of the most importance in this case. Note that the co-
tunneling through both junctions does not lead to the
change of the charge state (though it produces the
current through the RC SET), hence, the stability of the
blockade states are determined by the tunneling due to
quantum fluctuations in the coupling circuit. The corre-
sponding rate y was calculated in Refs. 7 and 8.
A very crude estimate of its magnitude is

1n(yRJ—CJ )-RDC, e /[(C~+Cz)/fi]. One can see that
the coupling resistance sufficiently larger than 10 0 is
necessary for y '-1 s.

Note that at V=O, the charge states corresponding to
lower system energy (QD+ne) /2Cz+q&(QD+ne)CQ/Cx
are more probable in thermal equilibrium. In particular,
at T =0 one state is absolutely stable, and other states are
metastable due to "quantum" processes. If VAO, all
charge states are metastable. Their relative probabilities
can be calculated from the master equation which takes
into account "quantum" processes.

is the average potential of the central electrode of the
double junction system calculated in the standard
way. ' ' An example of the graphic solution of Eq. (21)
is shown in Fig. 5. One can see that for a large enough
coupling capacitance, C0 & [max( —dU/dQ0)] ', several
solutions are possible. It is easy to prove that intersec-
tions marked by full circles are stable, and those marked
by open circles are unstable. With variation of the gate
potential y, each intersection at first moves continuously
and then disappears (it means that the system jumps to
the neighboring stable state); in exchange, new intersec-
tions appear at particular potentials. It is clear that for
the large variation of q&, ~b,y~ &max(U) —min(U), the
state with highest q is realized when q increases, and
lowest q is realized when gr decreases (see Fig. 5).

Thus, several stable states are possible, and the func-
tions q(p) and I(y) exhibit hysteresis. The I Vcurv-e in
this case consists of several branches and also exhibits
hysteresis (Fig. 2). The number of branches for the par-
ticular bias voltage depends on CD (see Fig. 5) and can be
more than two. The current follows the lower branch
when the voltage increases, and it follows the upper one
when the voltage decreases. In the case of multistability
the intermediate branches can be achieved by the direc-
tion reverse at particular voltages. The stability of
different charge states are restricted by processes of
"quantum" tunneling, thermal noise of the coupling
resistance (for TAO), and the intrinsic noise of the cen-
tral electrode potential of the double junction system. '

Note the small negative differential conductance of the
upper branch of the I-V curve in Fig. 2 at
V(C, +C2)/e=0. 35. This feature is not surprising, be-
cause the effective background charge QD

—
q changes

with the voltage in a complicated way [see Eqs. (21) and
(22)], and it can lead to the unusual I Vdepende-nce. '

For high enough voltages the current through the RC
SET is a single-valued function because max( U) —min( U)
tends to zero. For V( V„where V, is given by Eqs. (10)
and (11), the blockade branch exists; however, other
branches can also exist (Fig. 2). The properties of the
Coulomb blockade state are exactly the same as for small
R p, because the current through R p does not flow in both
cases. This is valid for the RC SET with any ratio
R0/(R

&
+R2 ).

p+q/C0 = U( V, Q0
—

q ),
where

(21)

U(V, QD)=go(n)(VC&+Q0+ne)/(C, +C2) (22)

Now let us consider the case R0»(R, +R2)Cx/Ca.
In this case, for the typical current I on the order of
e/(R&+R2)(C&+Cz), the relaxation time of the cou-
pling circuit is much greater than I/e. Hence, the
influence of the coupling circuit can be considered as a
slow variation of the effective background charge Q0

—
q

of the double junction system due to variation of the
charge q at the coupling capacitance.

I.et us consider the case T =0. In the stationary case
the average current through R p is zero, so that

DISCUSSION

The RC SET shows several features which are new in
comparison with the conventional C SET or R SET and
could be interesting for the possible application of the RC
SET as a memory cell. Several metastable charge states
are possible within the Coulomb blockade range, and the
potential of the central electrode exhibits hysteresis as a
function of the gate potential. The blockade threshold
cannot be diminished to zero by variation of the gate po-
tential. When the coupling resistance and the capaci-
tance well exceed those of the tunnel junctions, the I-V
curve can exhibit hysteresis. The transitions between
metastable states are caused mainly by the quantum fluc-
tuations in the coupling circuit.

To conclude, let us discuss the possibility of experi-
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mental realization of the RC SET. The main difficulty in
fabrication of the RC SET is to create a coupling resistor
with resistance greater than R& but short enough to have
relatively low (less than Co) stray capacitance. However,
recently there was essential progress in the solution of
this problem. The observations of different charge states
in the case of the Coulomb blockade is quite possible with
the help of the additional nearby SET working as the
electrometer. "' To increase the number of metastable
states one should use large Co to increase the ratio
Co/(C, +C2). It is quite possible to fabricate the cou-

pling capacitance essentially greater than the junction ca-
pacitance. ' On the other hand, for any Co at least two

metastable blockade states are possible. Thus, the main
features of the RC SET can be observed in present-day
experiment.
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